
 

Workshare and Worldox integrate to offer comparison and collaboration on any device 

FEBRUARY 6, LEGALTECH CONFERENCE, NEW YORK – Workshare today announced 

integration with Worldox, allowing users in the legal field to compare, securely share, and 

collaborate on documents directly from Worldox. With this new integration, Workshare is 

enabling a more accurate, efficient, and secure collaboration process for Worldox users.  

Worldox users can now access Workshare’s comparison, secure file transfer, and metadata 

cleaning services, as well as file synchronization on any device. Workshare enhances the 

collaborative processes, allowing users to highlight changes and prompt reviewers to prioritize 

different types of activities, create and share updates, all directly from the Worldox Document 

Management System. The integration also allows users to create a single PDF document from 

multiple Word document sources, and convert PDF documents to Word format for editing.  

“Workshare is committed to the legal community, and a strategic partnership with Worldox is 

another step in providing legal professionals with the collaboration capabilities needed to match 

both user and IT needs,” said Anthony Foy, Workshare CEO. “With Workshare, Worldox is 

offering its users a simpler and safer way to share, compare, and collaborate on documents. 

This new integration reflects our commitment to optimizing our customers’ investments in all 

document management systems.”    

“We are very pleased with this latest integration between Worldox and Workshare. Our joint 

customers will certainly have a more efficient method of document comparison while in their 

Worldox DMS,” said Ray Zwiefelhofer, President of World Software Corporation. “This type of 

commitment to enhance our customers’ workflows makes Worldox and Workshare leading legal 

solution providers.” 
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Resources 

 Learn more about Workshare and why it is the only cloud-enabled application designed 

for the enterprise by visiting http://www.workshare.com/  

 

 Learn more about how Workshare optimizes existing infrastructure investments and 

seamlessly integrates with popular document management systems by following this link  

 

 

 Connect with Workshare on its blog and on Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook  

http://www.workshare.com/
http://www.worldox.com/
http://www.workshare.com/
http://www.workshare.com/
file:///C:/â�¢%09https/::d3liiczouvobl1.cloudfront.net:uploads:refinery:data_sheets:data_sheet:document:33:Workshare-Data-Sheet-Integrations.pdf
http://www.workshare.com/blog
https://twitter.com/Workshare
http://www.linkedin.com/company/workshare
https://www.facebook.com/Workshare
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About Workshare 

Workshare is a leading provider of secure enterprise file sharing and collaboration applications. 

Workshare allows individuals to easily create, share, and manage high-value content, on any 

device. Workshare enhances the efficiency of the collaborative process by enabling content 

owners to accurately track and compare changes to shared documents from contributors 

simultaneously. Workshare also reduces the commercial risk posed by inadvertently sharing 

confidential or sensitive documents. More than 1.8 million professionals in 70 countries use 

Workshare’s award-winning desktop, mobile, tablet, and online applications. For more 

information visit http://www.workshare.com/ or follow Workshare on Twitter at 

https://twitter.com/workshare  
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About World Software Corporation 

Founded in 1988 and based in Glen Rock, New Jersey, World Software Corporation® is an 

innovative leader in the Document Management Systems (DMS) category. The company's 

flagship product Worldox has an install base of over 5500 companies in 52 countries. For more 

information about World Software Corporation and its products, please visit us 

at www.worldox.com. Follow us on Facebook or Twitter @worldox. World Software 

Corporation® and Worldox® are registered trademarks of World Software Corporation. All other 

trademarks are held by their respective owners. For more detailed information, please 

visit www.worldox.com, call 800-962-6360, or email sales@worldox.com. 
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